
Automated Storytelling with Sensor Data



Hello, we are

Prof. Nicholas Diakopoulos

and

Frank Feulner, 

And we are here because we both work 

with Artificial Intelligence in Journalism.
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Today, we will turn Air Pollution 
Data into Stories:
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Writing is the only thing 
that doesn’t scale.

“Of course you can hire more copywriters. You can hire 

an army of them - but that’s not scaling. 

That’s a sweatshop.”

Try to WRITE 15,000 PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTIONS for your ONLINE 
STORE in 6 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES,
while your Product Team is ADDING
HUNDREDS of NEW PRODUCTS
weekly.
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AI changes the way we 
publish

The “Stuttgarter Zeitung” was awarded the German 

“Pulitzer Prize of Local Journalism,” the renowned 

“Deutscher Lokaljournalistenpreis,” for their reporting on 

air pollution. In the project, they used AX Semantics.
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http://www.elandroidelibre.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Quakebot.png

JIGSAW: PERSPECTIVE API

https://digiday.com/media/washington-posts-robot-reporter-published-500-articles-last-year/

A brief history of Robot Journalism
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http://media-assets-03.thedrum.com/cache/images/thedrum-prod/s3-news-tmp-1086-image_25--default--300.png



http://www.heise.de/tp/artikel/47/47810/47810_5.jpg - https://c2.staticflickr.com/8/7447/15834929174_58195423ca_b.jpg

#fakenews
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http://www.elandroidelibre.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Quakebot.png





QUALITY

TRANSPARENCY

JOB KILLER

CREATIVITY
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http://www.elandroidelibre.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Quakebot.png

JIGSAW: PERSPECTIVE API

https://digiday.com/media/washington-posts-robot-reporter-published-500-articles-last-year/

So, what is Robot Journalism like 
today?



OVER TO NICK!
Bring the attention of your audience over a key concept using icons or illustrations
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http://finance.yahoo.com/news/kansas-city-southern-beats-4q-131940853.html
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/2016-election-results/virginia/?utm_term=.30a6a7f87d4f
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Article Personalization

> Gender, location input

> Output language and focus adapted 

to user model
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Internal Automation

> Tips sheets for reporters

> Automated data mining and generation
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Grover

> Neural Fake News Generator

> Style of whatever outlet you want

> You give the headline, it fills in rest



How did StZN do Sensor 
Journalism?

> Cost-friendly DIY Sensors

> The OKLab helped setting them up and building them

> Essentialy, every citizen could generate their private 

data about air pollution

> About 900 sensors were put up in Stuttgart

> StZN provided a cloud backend to aggregate that 

data
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Bring the attention of your audience over a key concept using icons or illustrations
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What do we 
know about an 
area?



Bring the attention of your audience over a key concept using icons or illustrations
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> The measured timespan

> Rolling averages, Mins and Maxes for 1, 2 

and 7n days

> Official air polliution alerts

> Metadata about the sensors

> Different aggregation levels

> Insights about noteworthy developments

Finding the proper data 
aggreagtion



How a machine learns a text domain:
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer

Learn to re-use evaluations with sentence loops(BETA):
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13479&statement=9
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https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13479&statement=9


How a machine learns a text domain:
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer

Narrate data:
Example
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13197 (hv_Vorspann)
Data level
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474793&parent=475007

Interpret data points:
Example
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13197 (hv_Vorspann)
Data level
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474940
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474733

Evaluate a timeline:
Example
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13197 (Sentence_Rückblick_2)
Data level
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474673
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2do: DIY 

example steps

https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13197
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474793&parent=475007
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13197
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474940
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474733
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/writer?story=13197
https://cockpit.ax-semantics.com/projects/59b1d26a-2b59-4c87-aed3-5c17a93a149e/composer-next/transform?nodes=474673
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How you can leverage all that:



Bring the attention of your audience over a key concept using icons or illustrations
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0,08€ per text

279€ per user

All of AX Semantics.
Free for 14 Days.

Including unlimited humans*

⇢ 301.ax/sign-up



Thank you!

▪ www.ax-semantics.com

▪ nad@northwestern.edu

▪ frank@ax-semantics.com

mailto:nad@northwestern.edu
mailto:frank@ax-semantics.com

